Magic Moments produces original musical theater that includes amateur, special needs, and professional performers of all ages, fostering an environment of acceptance, growth, learning, and support for our members and the larger community.

**OUR MISSION**

“Magic Moments has changed my life in a major way. I have made so many friends and discovered a love for theater.”

Scott Spencer, Cast Member and Scholarship recipient

“I love Magic Moments because I get to be on stage and perform.”

Dylan Secrist, Kids Chorus Cast Member

“Magic Moments is a unique experiment in intergenerational musical theater and inclusivity. Since no one is turned away it is truly ‘community’ theater in the largest sense. For us, it takes a village to put on a show. Come and see!”

Dan Wyatt, Adult Cast Member

No boundaries
No limits
Just MAGIC

Magic Moments, Inc.
Celebrating the Magic in all of us.

For over 25 years, Magic Moments has been producing original musical theater productions that give people of all ages and abilities the opportunity to participate in a high-quality theater company. We strive to entertain, but also to teach, to provoke, and to inspire.

**Original Musical Theater**

The work done by the Magic Moments production team is nothing short of miraculous. They develop a story, often inspired by our own Magic Moments family, that touches the hearts and minds of everyone who experiences it. It is always original, and always reflective of the world that we live in.

**Amateur, Special Needs and Professional Performers of All Ages**

Magic Moments is a place where anything is possible, all you have to do is believe in yourself. For everyone, professional or amateur, young or old, and all abilities including special needs, there is an opportunity within our family.

**Acceptance & Growth & Learning & Support**

Magic Moments is more than just a theater company – it’s a family. We work hard together, we have fun, and we develop friendships that last a lifetime. We learn about each other’s unique talents, and we learn to appreciate everyone for the special focus they bring to the group. Then we share our lessons of acceptance, growth, learning and support with our community.

Become a part of our vibrant, inspiring theatre family and support the important work of Magic Moments.

www.MagicMomentsInc.org

★★ No boundaries  ★★ No limits  ★★ Just MAGIC